
Oracle 

 

On this particular Wednesday, I awoke from a troubling dream today and could not shake 

the feeling that darkness was on the way, if it’s not here already. I am vexed in my spirit and I 

need some help from a higher power than mine. The highest power in the kingdom, higher than I, 

is that of the Oracle. The Oracle is the Royal Advisor and eldest living citizen of Draylig. She is 

sought for many things from insight of bad dreams to healing to kingdom blessings and more. 

Only downfall, she is located all the way over in Kenorly, on the other side of the kingdom; yet, 

is the only one who could give me the answers I seek.  

 

Still unsettled in my spirit, I called upon Dominic, the kingdom’s head of security, and 

asked him to accompany me to Kenorley to meet with the Oracle. Dominic groveled within 

reason but did so to get the Queen’s attention. While driving, Dominic smiled at the Queen. 

“Excuse me, ma’am, may I speak freely?” The Queen placed her book to the side and returned a 

smile, “Dom, of course, you may. What is troubling you?” Dominic’s smile quickly changed. 

“Ma’am, these trips to Kenorly are quite tasking, and your safety is my number one priority. 

Can’t we move the Oracle into the castle, or bring her here to meet with you?” The Queen 

continued to smile. “Oh Dom, stop your whining. I’ve tried many times to move her to the castle. 

She won’t leave her cottage or her village; hence these elongated trips to Kenorly. And it is I 

who seeks her insight, not she whom seeks mine.”  

 

 Three knocks on the door. Beneath the other side comes a brusque voice, “Enter my 

queen. I’ve been expecting you.” As Dominic attempted to open the door, that same brusque 

voice said, “ONLY THE QUEEN MAY ENTER!” The Queen extended her hand to Dominic, 

“Hush now, you know the rules of the Oracle. Only the one who seeks the answers may enter for 

them. Mingle with the Kenorlians.”  

 

As the Queen took her seat, the Oracle brought a glass of water and two cups of tea and joined 

the Queen at the table. “DRINK!”  

 



The Oracle extended both hands and chanted: Deaset Railey Arkrough Yarig Logrodon 

Icercrocridge Glario; I call upon the ancient powers of the sacred kingdoms and of 

Kammery to settle our Queen’s spirits and give her the answers she seeks. 

 

As she chanted, a magnificent cerulean and navy blue diamond ball, also known as the 

Drayligean Diamond Ball, levitated from the middle of the table. “POUR!” As the Queen poured 

from the glass, she saw a vision of what was to befall her in the weeks to come. She did not see 

her death, but she did see her capture and her captor, and what was to come if she did not make 

some immediate changes within herself. There was a message from the ball: 

 

IF YOU DO NOT MARRY THE ONE WHO LOVES YOU WHEN THE CLOCK 

STRIKE THREE ON THE DAY OF THE NEXT SUNSHINE AFTER THE STORM, 

YOU, YOUR KINGDOM AND ALL IN IT WILL FALL INTO THE HANDS OF 

ANOTHER, AND YOUR REIGN WILL BE NO MORE! IF YOU DO NOT CONCEIVE 

THE HEIR TO THE THRONE BEFORE THE CLOCK STRIKES SEVEN ON YOUR 

WEDDING DAY, YOU WILL SEE THE DEATH OF THE ONE WHO LOVES YOU, 

THE DEATH OF YOURSELF AND THE NEXT RULER OF YOUR KINGDOM!  

ONLY YOU CAN CHANGE YOUR FATE! 


